Diamond
Can cozy

Have a break, have a texture!
A Crochet pattern by: Baymoon Studio
https://www.instagram.com/baymoonstudio/

Description

Cool drink, dry hands, no water drippings on your clothes or table. Sound
tempting? How about your fingers being grateful for the texture massage as
well?
Even though a regular can is 2.6 inches in diameter and a slim one is 2.25
inches, this can cozy will fit both, plus bottles.
This pattern is for tall cans. However you will be able to adjust the height
and make it for short ones as well.
You can adjust it and make a wine bottle cover, an ice cream cozy, a flower
pot cover, a basket or a bag. It would make a great pencil holder for teachers!
Get your hooks ready, let's do it!
This pattern is written in US terms
Level of difficulty: Advanced beginner
Materials

"Gazzal Baby cotton", #2, Fine/Sport weight, (60% Cotton 40% Acrylic;
165 m/180 yd per 1.76 oz/50 g)
• I used approximately 79m/86yd (23g/0.8oz)
You may use any type and weight of yarn, but note that your project will look
different (see notes for details).
However, cotton or a blend of cotton and acrylic yarns is recommended.
3 mm hook or the one which matches your yarn
Yarn needle
Scissors
Stitch marker
Good mood
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Gauge

Gauge is not important.

2 inches

Base circle diameter

5 inches

Measurements

Height

Abbreviations and techniques

• MR - Magic ring
https://www.planetjune.com/blog/tutorials/magic-ring-right-handed//
• ch - Chain
• ch-sp - Chain space
• inc - Increase: 2 sc into the same stitch
• sc - Single crochet
• dc - Double crochet
• FPdc - Front post double crochet
• BPdc - Back post double crochet
• FPtr2tog- Front post treble crochet 2 together
• st - Stich
• sl st - Slip stitch
• yo -Yarn over
• rnd(s) - Round(s)
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Notes

Ch 1 and ch 2 at the beginning of each round are counted as stitches
(except round 8, it is there to even out the rounds).
[ ] - Repeat instructions between brackets the number of times indicated.
( ) - Total number of stitches at the end of each round.
This pattern is worked in the round and using a stitch marker in the first
stitch will help keep track of the beginning of the round.
When working the diamond stitch, work around the entire FPtr2tog, not
just one part of it. Refer to the chart below to check the position of the
stitches:
• FPtr2tog should be on top of the middle (2nd) sc of 2 rounds below
• 2nd sc should be on top of FPtr2tog of 2 rounds below

The cozy might be a little tight for a regular can; however, I like it this
way. Things stretch with time, it will always fit and it should be just right
for a slim can. If you don’t like it as tight, you can make the base circle a
bit wider, but I don’t recommend going wider than 2.4 inches.
This is what the bottom looks like:

Slim can

Regular can

If you are using a different weight of yarn, you want to adjust the size of
your base circle, or you want to make another item (such as a basket, or
wine bottle cover) - the number of stitches in the last round of the base
circle must be divisible by 4.
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Special Stitches

Chainless front post double crochet

1) Pull up the loop on your
hook to a height of dc

4) Yarn over

2) Yarn over

5) Pull through
(3 loops on hook)

3) Insert your hook from
front to back behind the
ch2 of the round below

6) Yarn over, pull
through 2 loops

7) Yarn over, pull
through 2 loops

Back post double crochet

1) Yarn over

2)Insert your 3) Yarn over,
hook in front of pull through
the dc post of
(3 loops on
the round below
hook)

4) Yarn over, 5) Yarn over,
pull through pull through 2
2 loops
loops

Front post double crochet

1) Yarn over

3) Yarn over,
2) Insert your
hook behind the pull through
dc post of the
(3 loops on
round below
hook)

4) Yarn over,
pull through
2 loops
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5) Yarn over,
pull through
2 loops

Front post treble crochet 2 together

Last sc of 7th row

1)Yo twice, insert hook behind the indicated
sc post of 2 rounds below

2) Yo, pull through
(4 loops on hook)

3)Yo, pull through 2
(3 loops on hook)

5) Yo twice, skip 3 sc of 2 rounds below,
insert hook behind next sc post of 2 rounds
below (3 sc in between)

7) Yo, pull through 2
(4 loops on hook)

8) Yo, pull through 2
(3 loops on hook)
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4) Yo, pull through 2
(2 loops on hook)

6) Yo, pull through
(5 loops on hook)

9) Yo, pull through all
loops on hook

Pattern Instructions

Rnd 1: 6 sc in MR (Pic.1) (6)

Pic.1
Rnd 2: [Inc] 6 times (12)
Rnd 3: [1 sc, inc] 6 times (18)
Rnd 4: [2 sc, inc] 6 times (24)
Rnd 5: [3 sc, inc] 6 times (30)
Rnd 6: [4 sc, inc] 6 times (Pic.2) (36)

Pic.2
Rnd 7: Work into back loops: 36 sc around (Pic.3) (36)

Pic.3
Rnd 8: Ch 1(Pic.4), (starting from next st) 36 dc around (Pic. 5), sl st in
1st dc (Pic.6) (36)

Pic.4

Pic.5
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Pic.6

Rnd 9: Ch 1, FPtr2tog around last sc of Rnd 7 (Pic.7,8,9), skip 3 sc and put
the second part of the st around the next sc (there will be 3 sc in between
each part of FPtr2tog) (Pic.10,11) (mark it as the 1st FPtr2tog in this round - I
place a marker below, so it is not in my way when I come back to this stitch),
Pic.8

Pic.9

Last sc of 7th row

Pic.7
Pic.10

Pic.11
[skip next dc (Pic.12), sc in next 3 dc (Pic.13), FPtr2tog around sc that you
just worked around (Pic.14), skip 3 sc and put the second part of the st
around the next sc (Pic.16,17)] 7 times,
Pic.12

Pic.13

Pic.14

Pic.15

Pic.16

Pic.17

skip next dc, sc in next 3 dc, FPtr2tog around sc that you just worked
around, skip 3 sc and put the second part of the st around the next sc
(which is the first one worked in this Rnd) (Pic.18), skip next dc, sc in next 2
dc, sl st in ch-sp (Pic.19) (36)
Pic.18

Pic.19
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Rnd 10: Ch 2, (starting from next st) 35 dc around (Pic.20), sl st in 2nd ch
(Pic.21) (36)
Pic.20

Pic.21

Rnd 11: Ch 1, sc in next 2 dc (Pic.22), FPtr2tog around 1st (Pic.23) and
2nd (Pic.24) FPtr2tog of Rnd 9 (mark it as the 1st FPtr2tog in this Rnd
(Pic.25)),
Pic.22 Pic.23

Pic.24 Pic.25

[skip next dc, sc in next 3 dc, FPtr2tog around previous FPtr2tog and next
FPtr2tog] 7 times,
Pic.26

Pic.27

Pic.28

skip next dc, sc in next 3 dc, FPtr2tog around previous FPtr2tog and next
FPtr2tog (which is the 1st FPtr2tog in this Rnd), skip next dc, sl st in ch-sp
(36)
Pic.29
Pic.30

Rnd 12: Repeat Rnd 10 (36)
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Rnd 13: Ch 1, Fpr2tog around last FPtr2tog (Pic.31) and first FPtr2tog of
2 Rnds below (Pic.32,33) (mark it as the 1st FPtr2tog in this Rnd),
Pic.31

Pic.32

Pic.33

[skip next dc, sc in next 3 dc, FPtr2tog around previous FPtr2tog and next
FPtr2tog] 7 times,
skip next dc, sc in next 3 dc, FPtr2tog around previous FPtr2tog and next
FPtr2tog (8th and 9th FPtr2tog in this Rnd), skip next dc, sc in next 2 dc,
sl st in ch-sp (36)
Rnd 14-21: Repeat Rnds 10-13 two times (If you wish to cover the whole
can, see notes below)
Rnd 22-23-24: Repeat Rnds 10-11-10

Notes: To cover the whole can:
Rnd 14-25: Repeat Rnds 10-13 three times
Rnd 26: Repeat Rnd 10
You can make it as tall as you wish, just make sure to finish with Rnd 10.
Finishing

The last 2 rnds: Chainless FPdc, BPdc, [FPdc, BPdc] around (Pic.34),
sl st in chainless FPdc (Pic.35-38) (36)
Pic.34

Pic.35

Pic.36

Pic.37

Fasten off and weave in ends.
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Pic.38

About Baymoon Studio

Welcome!
My name is Tanya and I love what I do.
I am a fiber artist and a crochet designer.
All of my childhood has been a one long DIY
project: knitting, crocheting, drawing, weaving, inventing,
wood burning, sewing, you name it!
However, crochet is my passion. It is a form of meditation for me.
It helps me get distracted from the outside world and recharge my
energy. I enjoy making things and interweave positive thoughts into
my creations.
Make yourself at home if you feel the same way. My designs are
simple but can be somewhat challenging at times. This process is
definitely very rewarding. Try and it will blow you away with what
you can accomplish.
Join me on this journey!

Tanya

This pattern and its images are copyright protected and the sole
property of Baymoon Studio.
Please do not redistribute, transfer, or sell the pattern, or alter it to
claim as your own. You may sell any products you create from this
pattern. Please credit the designer by linking online listings or
tagging @BaymoonStudio #Cozy_diamond.
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Voila! You've made it! Hope you had fun making it!
Please share your work by using a hashtag
#Cozy_diamond and credit me as a designer.
I would love to see your creations!
If you still have questions or suggestions, don't hesitate to contact me:

DM me on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/baymoonstudio/
Email me
everystitchmatters@gmail.com

You can also find me on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/baymoonstudio/
Ravelry:
https://www.ravelry.com/people/baymoonstudio

See you!
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